
Upgrade, 
Don’t Replace 
The Techbuyer Laptop Upgrade Service



The average laptop is used for 3 years. However, laptops and desktops 
provide up to 7 years of quality performance when regularly upgraded. 

Extending the life cycle of your existing devices is the best way to boost 
performance and reduce costs over time. The Techbuyer Laptop Upgrade 
Service is a new business stream which does exactly that. Our approach is 
cost-effective, hassle-free and sustainable.

How it works + benefits

Up to 80% cost savings

Up to 7 years of quality laptop performance

3 year component level warranty

Large orders processed within 24 hours

Avoid sending useful technology to landfill
Impressive 
long-term savings Cost Saving

Up to

80%



STEP 01
Laptops received at Techbuyer's 

engineering facility

STEP 02
Existing RAM & HDDs/ SSDs 

removed

STEP 04
Laptops delivered back to you 

and the next cycle begins

STEP 03
New RAM & SSDs installed 

& systems tested 

Techbuyer installs quality component upgrades (SSD and RAM) 
into your laptops and desktops. This is the fast, cost-effective and 
hassle-free alternative to replacing your devices. We include a 3 
year component level warranty and guarantee excellent reliability.

We have a simple 4 step process. This process repeats twice over 
6 years on average, which halves the typical IT refresh rate. For 
example, rather than replacing your laptops after 3 years, 
Techbuyer can upgrade your SSDs and RAM twice within 6 years.

How our service works:



Why did we create this service? 

Today’s IT managers are facing reduced budgets, increased demand, and changing workspaces. The Techbuyer Laptop Upgrade Service boosts 
performance whilst saving money.

Upgrading laptops and desktops is also the sustainable choice. The world generates over 50 million tonnes of e-waste every year, which is 
predicted to grow by 8% every year. This waste has a dramatic environmental impact, including carbon emissions and water pollution.

IT is a major contributor to this problem. IT hardware is made from finite materials including aluminium, silver, and precious metals. These are 
in politically unstable or short supply and are often mined illegally. There is little transparency when it comes to equal pay and working 
conditions. 

Once this equipment reaches the business setting it is being replaced more frequently. This means that useful technology is being wasted far 
before its end of life. The environmental cost of this is significant.



To reduce the environmental impact of our IT, we have two main options. We can extend 
and manage the asset lifecycle of IT equipment by reusing wherever possible, and 
recycling as a last resort. Or we can extend the use phase of IT devices. 

Our new service is an exciting solution for businesses, schools and organisations looking 
to maximise the lifespan of their laptops and desktops, whilst helping the environment.

LAPTOPS 
SERVICE

Get a quote

Upgrade RAM & SSD

3 year component 
level warranty

Price from £90

DESKTOPS 
SERVICE

Get a quote

Upgrade RAM & SSD

3 year component level 
warranty

Price from £92

CLONING & 
IMAGING  SERVICE

Get a quote

Upgrade RAM & SSD

3 year component level 
warranty

HDD Cloning & Imaging

Price on application

Pricing Structure



We have over 15 years of experience protecting company data, 
and operate to the highest security standards in the industry. 
We’re one of the few businesses with an ADISA and R2 
certification, demonstrating our rigorous data erasure and on-site 
security, plus ISO 9001, 14001, 27001 and 45001 accreditations.

Industry leading security

Why Techbuyer?

Impressive 
warranties 

Lifecycle 
management

Fast responses, 
quick deliveries

Expert IT
advice

Great cost 
savings

Rigorous data 
protection

Techbuyer is a global provider of sustainable IT solutions. Our priority is to provide excellent performance and unrivalled customer service. We 
also keep quality IT equipment in circulation. 

We supply over 225,000 new and quality refurbished IT systems and parts to our clients across the world. Whether you need to refurbish, 
upgrade, replace or repair your devices, we can support your entire IT life cycle.



Get in touch! 
Our team would love to hear 
from you. 

upgrademe@techbuyer.com

www.techbuyer.com

https://techbuyer-refurb.com

+44 (0) 1423 789 120


